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The purpose is to share a 
twisted level 2          perspective,

discuss its relevance and hopefully go 
for more systematic research

Earlier research?
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My observations of concern
with random groups are primarily collected during the
Ski & Avalanche Workshops 
- National (2002 -)
- International (Davos 2010 -)

The presented ideas and specific measures have been 
developed and tested with my students attending the:

- Off Piste (1999-) course at Øytun folkehøgskole, Alta 
Outdoor life, Ski and Avalanche Course (August - May) 
- Ski og skred (2002-) The International Ski and 
Avalanche Course, Alta (January - June)
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Thanks to the Norwegian Avalanche Center 
project, I finally get the opportunity to dig 
deeper into this.

The article was 
poster presented at the Banff 2014 ISSW
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Level 2 Moderate …

might need
a supplementary approach
to avalanche terrain and 
problems…

that differs from level 3
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Why?
1. Level 2 represents  47 % of 
avalanche accidents within ski touring
(Techel & Zweifel 2013) 

2. Many accidents during level 2 
involve skilled skiers (S. Harvey 2002) … 
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… like you and me?
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So …
are we 
missing 
“something”
in our 
avalanche 
education?
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Crucial Level 2 characteristics: 
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The snowpack is only 
moderately well 
bonded on some 
steep slopes1, 
otherwise well 
bonded in general.

Triggering is possible 
primarily from high 
additional loads 2, 
particularly on the 
indicated steep 
slopes. Large-sized 
natural avalanches 
are unlikely.

Low danger of 
natural avalanches.

Mostly favourable
conditions. Careful 
route selection, 
especially on steep 
slopes of indicated 
aspects and altitude 
zones.
(SLF 2015)



Crucial Level 2 characteristics: 

Moderate danger 2 lacks the level 3 warnings 
opening up steeper and untracked terrain

- specially tricky during periods of 
deep persistent weak layers
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Deadly            mix?

Less warnings                                                       More experience
… based on? 

Level 3 behaviour
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… we might miss out on vital information on the way 
up,  because of reinforced routines strongly influenced 
by Level 3 behavior …

Spacing out + less steep = avoiding hazard 
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… or not thinking at all?
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Level 3 Considerable: 
the avalanche problems often find you
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Level 2     Moderate

you should perhaps search
for the avalanche problems … 

before they surprise you

Michaelsen (2014) 
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Level 2           might therefore need a 
supplementary approach:

Searching NOT spaced out
&“Undisiplined”

recognizing Level 2 trigger factors
focus on persistent weak layers
… using group size as a benefit 

HUNTING instability
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This approach demands determined group 
management, interpreting the relevance of the 
continuous information flow hunting avalanche 
problems 
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You can easily check out the information 1 skier, 2 skiers or 
the group spaced or not spaced out gives you. 

If nothing is revealed spaced out, you gather more of the 
group, testing recognized “specific terrain features”
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Saving time
Using the group consciously on the way up, 

can be time saving in comparison 
to traditional pits and 

stability tests. 
Results might be 

more relevant too.
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Safe spots during level 3 
… and the opposite during level 2?

Observing group behavior in Norway and Switzerland, shows 
that people tend to seek level 3 safe spots during level 2 
conditions.

What if the trigger is a too heavy load on misunderstood level 3 
safe spots?  

Perhaps we should stay spaced out on ridges, gathering the 
group first when arriving the denser snow cover.

Lets look at a few cases …
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Stress Tests  
- a CASE from Northern Norway 2011

Northern Norway had encountered several fatal avalanches because of 
a dry and cold early winter. By March the persistent layer was 
neutralized up to 500 meters. 
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A group attending the annual Ski and Avalanche workshop hiked 
up on a potentially weak snowpack getting no signs of instability. 
Taking a break they were passed by a foreign touring group with 
guide, spaced out on the terrain not steep enough to slide.

Our group entered the same area after their break, gathering the 
group for a stress test. When jumping as a group they released 
the tension with a collapse over a large area. 
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Stress Tests – a CASE from Northern Norway 2011

They found the same layer that killed a group of foreign skiers 
the week before on a neighboring mountain with the same 
exposition. The information changed their descending plans that 
day.
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Stress tests & traditional test slopes?

Test slopes are not very efficient in testing 
deeper persistent weak layers 

(B. Tremper 2008)
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What might this imply?

We might need to approach avalanche terrain 
more dynamically in our search for avalanche 
problems. 

Seeking as much information as possible on the way 
up, identifying the thinner and denser snowpack 
qualities on relevant exposures. 
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What might this imply? 

The larger and more focused your group is on level 2 
snow/terrain characteristics, the more testing can be 
done without making time consuming stability 
tests/pits.

So, it might be just as important to…
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“space out “

when exposed to avalanche terrain 

when you don’t want trigger information
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“NOT to space out” 
“undiciplined” - in safe terrain

forcing the avalanche problem to reveal itself

before it catches you off guard 
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With the amount of fatal avalanches among 
experienced skiers during moderate danger level 
… we should perhaps target them or 
reconsider relevant measures 
on all educational levels
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